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Abstract
Parallel manipulators have a rigid structure and can pick up the heavy objects. Therefore, a parallel manipulator
has been developed based on the cooperative of three arms of a robotic system to make the whole system suitable for
solving many problems such as materials handling and industrial automation. The three revolute joints are used to
achieve the mechanism operation of the parallel planar robot. Those revolute joints are geometrically designed using an
open-loop spatial robotic platform. In this paper, the geometric structure with three revolute joints is used to drive and
analyze the inverse kinematic model for the 3RRR parallel planar robot. In the proposed design, three main variables
are considered: the length of links of the 3RRR parallel planar robot, base positions of the platform, and joint angles’
geometry. Cayley-Menger determinants and bilateration are proposed to calculate these three variables to determine the
final position of the platform and to move specific objects according to given desired trajectories. The proposed structure
of the 3RRR parallel planar robot is simulated and different desired trajectories are tested to study the performance of
the proposed stricter. Furthermore, the hardware implementation of the proposed structure is accomplished to validate
the design in practical terms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parallel manipulators (PM) are a closed-loop mechanism
consists of two platforms: one is a mobile point, namely, mo-
bile end-effector and the other base platform, called a fixed
base. These platforms are linked together by at least two
independent arms or chains. The importance of closed-loop
mechanism over the open-loop one falls in achieving preci-
sion performance, better structural rigidity, reduced inertia of
moving parts, and high load-bearing capacity. Due to those
advantages, researchers and industrial sectors have been ap-
plying parallel manipulators in many important applications.
Based on the types of utilized joints which are used to create
the kinematic chains that connects the mobile and fix platform ,

the PM is classified into seven types of configuration [1]: PPR,
PRR, RRR, RRP, RPP, RPR, and PRP where P refers to Pris-
matic joint and R refers to Revolute joint. Typically, the three
degrees of freedom planar 3-Revolute–Revolute–Revolute
(3RRR) parallel robot is generally composed of mobile end-
effector (MEE) and three fixed points that are connected by
three manipulator arms, each arm consisting of two free links
that are connected by revolution joint. At each fixed point,
a motor is used to actuate the arm. The axes of the three
revolution joints intersect at a common point called the center
of rotation. Actuators are used to change the angles of the
parallel manipulator arms provides three degrees of freedom
rotational motion that produce changing the location of MEE.
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Because of all of its features, the 3RRR parallel planar robot
has several advantgaes such as simple structure, accurate po-
sitioning, and good symmetry. The 3RRR parallel planar
robots are suitable for fast and accurate operations such as
material handling; orienting devices, machining application,
and medical instrument alignment [2], [3].

Over the last two decades, robotic manipulators have re-
ceived an observable attention from scientists and industries to
increase the automation of workspace and improve of the au-
tomation of industrial applications. Robotic manipulators can
be constructed into three major structures: parallel, parallel
and hybrid manipulators. The first configuration is the serial
manipulator [4] and it is an open-loop manipulator because
an end is connected to fixpoint while the other end can freely
move to any desired location in workspaces. This configura-
tion has the capability to perform a high degree of freedom as
a result of the number of links. Such a configuration is widely
applied in industrial applications. The second configuration
is a closed loop mechanism, namely, a parallel mechanism
[5]. Parallel manipulators configurations have superiority over
serial manipulators in many applications because they have
excellent dynamic responses and high accurate operations. As
result, the parallel manipulators have little movement inertia,
good structural stiffness, and no cumulative error. There-
fore, they are mainly used in special applications which they
would require high speed, accuracy, and stiffness [6]. The
third configuration is implemented based on both of parallel
and serial configurations. Additionally, it could be a combi-
nation of multiple parallel configurations [7]. Examples of
the third types are Universal-Revolute-Universal (3URU) and
Spherical-Revolute-Universal (3SRU) [8].

To study the movement of parallel manipulators, two types
of a mathematical model should be derived, the first model
is called a forward kinematic model and the other is called
an inverse kinematic model. The forward kinematic model
is used to find the position of the end-effector of the parallel
manipulators depending on the changing of the kinematic
parameters such as angles of joints and the length of links.
On the other hand, the inverse kinematic model is used to
calculate the kinematic parameters that should be set to move
the end-effector to the desired position in the workspace. Sig-
nificant efforts are devoted to derive and analyze forward
and inverse kinematic models of 3RRR parallel planar robots
that are reported in [9],[10],[11],[12],[13] and [14]. While
many other researchers proposed and developed different ap-
proaches to design a precise control system for 3RRR planar
parallel robotic platform. In reference [15], a predictive con-
trol system model is proposed to move the end-effector of a
3-RRR planar parallel robotic platform on the desired path.
In reference [16], a hybrid controller comprises two compo-
nents that were modified to control the position of a 3RRR

trajectory. In reference [17], Fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller
and optimizing parameters by a genetic algorithm which is
introduced to achieve the best-optimized quality control for
the 3RRR planar robotic. In reference [18], [19], the accuracy
of a 3RRR planar robotic was improved using a developed
control technique based on extra array sensors in the imple-
mented passive joints. In reference [20],[21] and [22], direct
kinematic solutions to three degrees of freedom planar robotic
were introduced.

There is still room to improve and design a control system
of a developed 3RRR parallel planar robot. Based on the
simplicity of mechanical structure, a designed control system
could be capable of solving locomotion problems and provide
a high accuracy. In this work, a new algorithm based on both
bilateration abd Cayley-Menger determinants is developed to
design a control system for locomotion of a 3RRR parallel
planar robot to solve locomotion problems and increase the
ability of its end-effector to fellow the complex desired path
trajectory. To perform this mission, first of all, inverse kine-
matics of the 3RRR planar parallel robot has been derived
to test its performance based on the proposed algorithm. Fi-
nally, the implemented structure of the 3RRR planar parallel
robotic platform has been integrated with embedded circuits
to perform given real-time scenarios.

The conducted works in this paper are firstly introducing
a new topology which allows two-way direction movements
to reach a particular position and this enhance flexibility in
automation of industry. Secondly, we have utilized a new
microcontroller what is so called “Polou Maestro Control
Centre”. This introduces an individual control for each servo
to reach the required position based on the platform move-
ment. Thirdly, we have achieved interfacing between the
microcontroller and a computer in which commands have
been sent from the computer to the utilized microcontroller.
Thus, this increases the flexibility of industrial robots based
on the designed robotic system for manufacturing tasks such
as pick-and-place, sorting and accurate positioning.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents Cayley-Menger determinants and bilateration while
Section III analyses both forward and inverse kinematic mod-
els of the 3RRR. The simulation of the 3RRR platform has
been investigated in Section IV. The practical experiments
have been conducted in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is
summed up in Section VI.

II. CAYLEY-MENGER DETERMINANTS AND
BILATERATION

A Euclidean metric equation is introduced in a form of
polynomial representation; the polynomials can be presented
as in the given matrix below which introduces a determinant
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of sequences of points e.g. Pa1,. . . .Pan and Qb1,. . . . . . Qbn.
The geometric interpretation of those points represents an
important element in distance geometry. This determinant
is known as Cayley-Menger determinants [23],[24] and [25].
The main advantages of this modeling in relation to the classic
formalisms are to introduce bi-direction movements and more
precise positioning.

(1)

D(Pa1, ...,Pan;Qb1, ...,Qbn)

= 2(
−1
2

)n

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

0 1 . . 1
1 SPa1,Qb1 . . . SPa1,Qbn
. .
. .
. .
1 SPan,Qb1 . . . SPan,Qbn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
where sPa1,Qb1=∥Pa1 −Qb1∥2 which is independent from the
chosen reference frame. In most cases, the two sequences of
points are similar, it will be convenient to abbreviate

D(Pa1, . . . ,Pan;Qb1, . . . ,Qbn) by D(P1, . . . ,Pn) which is
so called Cayley–Menger determinant. The D(P1, . . . ,Pn) is
((n− 1)!)2 times the squared hypervolume of the spanned
by the point P1, . . . ,Pn in ℜ(n−1). Hence, for two points
Pa,Pb(i.e.n = 2),D(Pa,Pb) = d(Pa,Pb)

2, where d(Pa,Pb) is
the Euclidean distance between Pa and Pb. For three points
PaPbPc(i.e.n = 3),D(PaPbPc) =∓ 1

2

√
(D(PaPbPc)) is the sign

area of the triangle PaPbPc (shown in Fig. 1(a)),where the ∓
sign accounts for the two mirror locations of Pc respect to the
line defined by PaPb. The two vectors PaPbandPaPc can be ex-
pressed by scalar product as: D(PaPb;PaPc) = (Pa−Pb).(Pa−
Pc).This dot product is computed as d(Pa,Pb)d(Pa,Pb)cosθ

,with θ being the angle between the lines PaPb and PaPc. The
angle (θ) between PaPb and PaPc can be calculated from the
following formula:

θ = cos−1
(

D(PaPb;PaPc)

D(Pa,Pb)D(Pa,Pb)

)
(2)

where D(PaPb;PaPc) represents the scalar product between the
two vectors PaPb and PaPc.

The bilateration representation [26], [27] is a geometric
problem which is introduced using Cayley-Menger determi-
nants. To allocate the locations of a point Pc (shown in Fig.
1(b)), its distances can be assumed to two other points, Pa
and Pb, whose locations are known. The projected vectors of
those points are demonstrated in Figure 1(b).

Hence, orthogonal vector Pc could be projected onto PaPb
so that the obtained position vector can be expressed as fol-

lows:

(3)
P = Pa +

√
D(Pa − Pc)

D(Pa − Pb)
cosθ(Pb − Pa)

= Pa +
D(PaPb;PaPc)

D(Pa − Pb)
(Pb − Pa)

Moreover, the position vector of the Pc can be formulated as
follows

(4)Pc = P ∓

√
D(PaPbPc)

D(Pa − Pb)
S(Pb − Pa)

where S =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
and the ∓ sign represents two mirror-

symmetric locations of Pc in respect of the defined line by the
vector PaPb. By substituting Equation no. (3) into Equation
no. (4), the following equation can be obtained

(5)
Pc = Pa +

D(PaPb;PaPc)

D(Pa − Pb)
I2(Pb − Pa)

∓

√
D(PaPbPc)

(D(Pa − Pb))2 S(Pb − Pa)

where: I2 is 2 by 2 identity matrix. Thus,

(6)(Pc − Pa) =
1

D(Pa − Pb)
(D(PaPb;PaPc)I2

∓
√

D(PaPbPc)S)(Pb − Pa)

Equation no. (6) denotes to a bilateration problem as a func-
tion of Cayley-Menger determinants. Additionally, another
possible representation can be expressed based on this matrix
as follows:

(7)(Pc − Pa) = Za,b,c(Pb − Pa)

where

Za,b,c =
1

D(Pa − Pb)
(D(PaPb;PaPc)I2 ∓

√
D(PaPbPc)S)

=
1

D(Pa − Pb)

(
D(PaPb;PaPc) ∓

√
D(PaPbPc)

∓
√

D(PaPbPc) D(PaPb;PaPc)

)
(8)

Za,b,c is defined as the bilateration matrix.
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Fig. 1. Bilateration representation (a) geometric problem (b) vectors projection.

III. KINEMATICS MODEL FOR 3RRR
PARALLEL ROBOT

The platform structure of the 3RRR planar parallel robotic
is shown in Fig. 2. The topology of the 3RRR is generally
composed of single MEE and three fixed based points each
point is called actuated (or active) point because it is attached
to a servo motor. The active point (point Ai i ∈ (1 2 3)) is
connected by three identical manipulator arms, each arm con-
sisting of two free links (l1i and l2i ) that are connected by
revolution joint at the point Bi it is called a passive point.The
axes of the three revolution joints intersect at a common point
called the center of rotation (point E). The servo motors are
used to change the angles of the parallel manipulator arms pro-
vides three degrees of freedom rotational motion that produce
changing the location and orientation of MEE. The kinemat-
ics model for 3RRR parallel planar robot is classified into
two models: the forward kinematic model and the inverse
kinematic model. In this section, the forward and inverse
kinematic are derived.

A. The Forward Kinematic Model of 3RRR Parallel Planar
Robot

This model is used to find the coordinate of the MEE
(Ex,Ey,σ) depending on values of kinematic parameters (length
of active links l1i, length of passive links l2i, angles active links
αi, the coordinate of active points (Aix,Aiy) and the coordinate
of passive points (Bix,Biy). From Fig. 3, the following inde-
pendent equations can be derived to describe the workspace of
the MEE of the 3RRR parallel planar robot as shown below:

l2
21 =

√
(Ex −B1x)2 − (Ey −B1y)2 = D(B1,E) (9)

Fig. 2. The structure of 3RRR planar parallel robotic
platform.

l2
22 =

√
(Ex −B2x)2 − (Ey −B2y)2 = D(B2,E) (10)

l2
23 =

√
(Ex −B3x)2 − (Ey −B3y)2 = D(B3,E) (11)

The above set of equation can be rewritten as below:

ℜ1Ex +ℜ2Ey +ℜ3 = D(B2,E)−D(B1,E) (12)

ℜ4Ex +ℜ5Ey +ℜ6 = D(B3,E)−D(B1,E) (13)
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where:
ℜ1 = 2B1x −2B2x
ℜ2 = 2B1y −2B2y
ℜ3 = (B2

2x +B2
2y)− (B2

1x +B2
1y)

ℜ4 = 2B1x −2B3x
ℜ5 = 2B1y −2B3y
ℜ6 = (B2

3x +B2
3y)− (B2

1x +B2
1y)

By rearranging the above equations, the coordinate of the
MEE (Ex ,Ey) can be computed as:

(14)
[

Ex
Ey

]
=

[
ℜ1 ℜ2
ℜ4 ℜ5

]
−1
[

D(B2,E)− D(B1,E)− ℜ3
D(B3,E)− D(B1,E)− ℜ6

]
The Eqn. (14) for the forward kinematic provides a unique
solution, i.e., the joint angle variables are known, the position
of the MEE will be determined. The orientation of the MEE
can be calculated using the equation below:

(15)
[

Bix
Biy

]
=

[
(Aix +

√
D(Bi,Ai)cos(αi)

(Aiy +
√

D(Bi,Ai)sin(αi)

]
B. The Inverse Kinematic Model of 3RRR Parallel Planar

Robot
The inverse kinematic model is used to calculate the angles

αi that should be set to compute the coordinate of mobile
end-effector and move MEE along a desired trajectory in the
workspace. From Fig. 2, in the triangle AiBiEi, the relation-
ship between the angles αi and the point E can be computed
from the following equation:

(16)σ = tan−1(
Ey

Ex
)

The angle θi and length AiE can be computed from the fol-
lowing equations:

D(Bi,E)

= D(Bi,Ai) + (AiE)2 − 2
√

D(Bi,Ai)(AiE)cos(αi − θi)

(17)

(18)θi = tan−1
(

Ey − Aiy

Ex − Aix

)

(19)AiE =
√
(Ey − Aiy)2 + (Ex − Aix)2

= D(Ai,E)

From Eqns. (16), (17) and (18) the angles αi can be found as:

(20)αi = tan−1

(
D(Bi,Ai) + (AiE)2 − D(Bi,E)

2
√

D(Bi,Ai)(AiE)

)

Based on the kinematics model for 3RRR Parallel Planar
Robot i.e. forward and inverse kinematic models, is to de-
sign a precise controller for parallel manipulator robot. The
required control signals can be identified and applied for each
servo motors to force the mobile end-effector to move along
a desired trajectory in a given workspace. Moreover, some
variables of mobile end-effector such as the linear speed and
angular speed can be computed easily from Eq. (19) which
represent the position. Additionally, for the inverse kinemat-
ics, there are different angle settings of the joints that lead to
the same position of the MEE based on Eq. (20).

Depending on the mathematical equation of the desired
trajectory e.g. mathematical equation of circular trajectory
is x = r cosθ ,y = r sinθ , the inverse kinematic model of
3RRR parallel planar robot will generate the desired angles
(αiwherei ∈ (1 2 3)) from Eq. (20). Additionally, based on
the generated desired angles, the controller will provide con-
trol signals which are applied to actuators fixed in the active
points (Ai). Hence, the actuators will generate the actual an-
gles and those generated actual angles will be used as the
input to the forward kinematic model of 3RRR parallel planar
robot, this model is responsible to derive the MEE to draw the
actual trajectory depending on Eq. (14).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To investigate the performance of the proposed model of
the 3RRR parallel planar robot, the geometric structure of the
derived kinematic model of the given robot is simulated using
the MATLAB codes. Figure 3 shows the simulated topology
of the 3RRR parallel planar Robot.

Fig. 3. The topology of 3RRR planar parallel robot using
MATLAB environment.

From Fig. 3, the locations of servo motors (active points)
are: A1 (-0.35,-0.2), A2 (0.35,-0.2) and A3 (0,0.4), respectively
and the measurement units of these positions are in meters.
The length of the active link is l1i=0.4 (m) and the length of
the passive link is l2i=0.4 (m). These links are chosen based
on the prototype of the workspace. The parallel manipulator
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is a closed-loop mechanism consists of three serial chains
that connecting the active revolute joints Ai to the mobile end-
effector E (revolute joint) via passive revolute joints Bi. The
workspace of the 3RRR parallel planar Robot is the area where
the mobile end-effector can move through. Figure 5 shows
the workspace environment of the 3RRR parallel manipulator
which it limits the movement of the end effector. The obtained
workspace has three curved pieces each curve is constructed
from intersecting of two circles one has a radius (l1i + l2i) and
centered at Ai and the other circle has a radius (l1i − l2i) and
centered at Ai. By applied the trajectory shown in Figure 4 as
reference to the inverse kinematic model, the angle arms of
each base joint of the 3RRR platform obtained from Eq. (20)
above will generated by the three servo motors to construct
this trajectory accordingly as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. The workspace of 3RRR planar parallel robot

Fig. 5. Angle arms of each base joint of 3RRR planar parallel
robot.

Trajectories can be divided as a continuous one such circu-
lar or sinusoidal and as discontinuous trajectories such square
and triangular. The main difference is the sharp angles that
exist in the non-continuous trajectories which may cause a
jump in the turning at sharp angles. Therefore, two trajecto-
ries have been tested to evaluate the performance of the 3RRR
planar parallel robot. The first trajectory is a circular path
as shown in Fig. 6 and it has radius 0.3m and centered at
the origin coordinates. Fig. 7 shows the angle arms of each
base joint of the 3RRR platform that is generated by the servo
motors to move the end-effector along this circular path. The

second trajectory is the triangular one and it is equilateral and
side length equals to 0.55m, which has sharp convex points as
shown in Fig. 8 Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the angle arms of each
base joint of the 3RRR platform that are generated to move
the end-effector along the triangular path. It is observable
that that the 3RRR planar parallel robot can follow variety
of trajectories as demonstrated in the aforementioned figures.
This has successfully proven the effectiveness of the proposed
system in satisfying the performance smoothly and feasibly.
The performance criterion can be understood by tracking the
given reference trajectories as required.

Fig. 6. The circular path followed by 3RRR planar parallel
robot

Fig. 7. The generated angles by servo motors to make the
MEE follows the circular path

V. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION AND
EXPERIMENTS

The hardware implantation is done by assembling the main
components represented by servo motors, arms and a micro-
controller. The used micronctoller is called a Polou Maestro
Control Center as demonstrated in Fig. 10 below which is
utilized to control the rotation limits of servo motors and their
speeds. Each servo can have as specific number as an input
as depicted in Fig.11. The serial communication used in the
Polou Maestro Control Center is based on ”UART type as
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Fig. 8. The triangle path followed by 3RRR planar parallel
robot

Fig. 9. The generated angles by servo motors to make the
MEE follows the triangular

shown in the setting tab provided in in Fig. 12. The baud rate
is set to 9600 to speed up the communication. The computer
specifications used in our experiments are CPU is 1.6GHz,
core i5 and RAM equals 4GB.

Fig. 10. Controlling servos using Pololu Masestro

After conducting of all aforementioned requirements, we
have assembled all electrical and mechanical components of
the 3RRR planar robot. Figure 13 demonstrates the assembly
of the manufactured components with each other to make
the desired structure. To investigate the effectiveness of the
overall performance, three case studies conducted based on
practical experiments as in the following subsection:

Fig. 11. The channel setting of servos

Fig. 12. The serial communication between the PC and the
Maestro controller.

A. Case study -1: Triangular Trajectory
In this case study, a triangular movement will be tested

to validate the effectiveness of the platform movement as
demonstrated in Fig.14. The movements of the platform based
on the time responses of both X and Y axes are shown in
Figs. 15 (a) and (b), respectively. When the MEE moves,
the coordinates of X and Y change accordingly within the
area of workspace and this proves the design and satisfies the
operating condition practically.

B. Case study-2: Circular Trajectory
To examine the adaptation of the system in case of different

trajectory, a circular path is studied. It can be clearly noticed
that the MEE is capable of tracking the given path feasibly and
validate the time response as shown in Fig. 16. Additionally,
the time responses of the X and Y axes for the circular tra-
jectory are depicted in both Figs. 17 (a) and (b), respectively.
The input commands are received from the PC and supplied to
the microcontroller. This, as a result, will general the required
signature which provided to the actuation servo motors. Thus,
the movement will occur accordingly.
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Fig. 13. The practical implementation of the 3RRR parallel
planar robot

Fig. 14. The movement of the 3RRR parallel planar robot in
case of triangular trajectory.

C. Case study-3: Complex Trajectory
Furthermore, a complex trajectory has been applied which

combines both continuous and none continuous paths. In
other words, sharp turning and smooth tracking are found to
demonstrate and validate the movement the system. This case
study is described as shown in Fig. 18. Moreover, the time
response of X and Y coordinates are shown in Fig. 19. These
graphs are changed continuously as observed in which the
complex trajectory is obtained. In real life, such a trajectory
can be used in computer numerically controlled machine.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, the 3RRR parallel planar robot has been
analyzed using the inverse kinematic model by which the
3RRR can perform specific positions. Those positions are im-
plemented based on three trajectories i.e., triangular, circular
and complex one. For each trajectory, the performance of the
system has shown a successful tracking to the target points.
Both simulation and experiments results have been obtained
to verify the functionality in terms of practical aspect based on
the given paths. The inverse kinematics model in additional
to Cayley-Menger determinants and bilateration analytic have
make the system able to reach the destination trajectory. In
the future work, we will be designing a control strategy to
improve the overall performance further.

(a) for X-axis

(b) for Y-axis

Fig. 15. The coordinates response of the triangular trajectory
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